INTERVIEWER: Enter respondent's gender please
<n>[white]
   <1> Male
   <5> Female
   <8> don't know
====>
Did YOU vote in the election?

- Yes [goto a4]
- No [goto a3]
- Don't know [goto a5b] Refused

In a democracy, citizens have the right to vote. They also have the right not to. And some people who intend to vote end up not voting for one reason or another.

What about you, did you vote in the election or not?

- Yes [goto a4]
- No [goto a3]
- Don't know [goto a5b] Refused

Was there any particular reason why you didn't vote?

- Enter respondent's answer verbatim please [specify]
- Don't Know [goto a5b] Refused

Which party did you vote for: the Liberal Party, the Conservative...
[r] Party, the New Democratic Party, the [fill E001], or another party?

<1> Liberal
<2> Conservative
<3> N.D.P.
<4> Reform
<5> Bloc Québécois

<0> Other (specify) [specify]

<97> None [goto a5b]

<98> Don't Know [goto a5b] <99> Refused [goto a5b]

====>

>a4a< [store <> in E001][store <> in F006]

[if a4 eq <1>] (REPEAT)
  [store <Liberal> in E001]
[endif]

[if a4 eq <2>]
  [store <Conservative> in E001]
[endif]

[if a4 eq <3>]
  [store <N.D.P.> in E001]
[endif]

[if a4 eq <4>]
  [store <Reform> in E001]
[endif]

[if a4 eq <5>]
  [store <Bloc Québécois> in E001]
[endif]

[if a4 eq <0>]
  [store <OTHER> in E001]
[endif]

[r] Would you say that your preference for the [fill E001] party was VERY STRONG, FAIRLY STRONG or NOT VERY STRONG?

<1> Very strong
<3> Fairly strong
<5> Not very strong

<8> Don't know  <9> Refused

---

>a4b<
[store <Liberals,> in E001]
[store <Conservatives,> in E002]
[store <N.D.P.,> in E003]
[store <Reform,> in E005]
[store <Bloc Québécois> in E006]
[if a4 eq <1>]
    [store <> in E001]
    [endif]
[if a4 eq <2>]
    [store <> in E002]
    [endif]
[if a4 eq <3>]
    [store <> in E003]
    [endif]
[if a4 eq <4>]
    [store <> in E005]
    [endif]
[if a4 eq <5>]
    [store <> in E005]
    [endif]
[if PROV eq <14>]
    [store <> in E005]  [# delete reform from PQ]
    [endif]
[if PROV ne <14>]
    [store <> in E006]  [# delete BQ from Canada]
    [endif]

[r]  And which party was your second choice? The [fill E001]  [n]
[r]  [fill E002] [fill E003] [fill E004] [fill E005] [fill E006]?  [n]

<1> [fill E001]
<2> [fill E002]
<3> [fill E003]
<4> [fill E005]
<5> [fill E006]
<0> other, includes giving leader's name but not party [specify]

<97> None

<98> Don't Know  <99> Refused

====>

>ch2< [store <> in E001][store <> in F001]
    [if a4 eq <1>] (REPEAT)
        [store <Liberal> in E001]
        [store <Libéral> in F001]
        [endif]
    [if a4 eq <2>]
        [store <Conservative> in E001]
        [store <Conservateur> in F001]
        [endif]
    [if a4 eq <3>]
        [store <N.D.P.> in E001]
        [store <N.P.D.> in F001]
        [endif]
    [if a4 eq <4>]
        [store <Reform> in E001]
        [store <Reform> in F001]
        [endif]
    [if a4 eq <5>]
        [store <Bloc Quebecois> in E001]
        [store <Bloc Québécois> in F001]
        [endif]
    [if a4 eq <0>]
        [store <OTHER> in E001]
        [store <AUTRE> in F001]
        [endif]
    [if m2 eq <1>] [goto a4c][endif]
    [if m2 eq <2>] [goto a4d][endif]
When did you decide that you were going to vote [fill E001]? [n]

Was it before the campaign began, before the T.V. debates, during or just after the debates, in the last two weeks of the campaign, or election day? [n]

Before the campaign began
Before the debates
During or just after the debates
In the last two weeks of the campaign
Election day

Don't know Refused

When did you decide that you were going to vote [fill E001]? [n]

Record respondent's answer verbatim [specify]

Don't know Refused

On the whole are you VERY SATISFIED, FAIRLY SATISFIED, NOT VERY SATISFIED, or NOT SATISFIED AT ALL with the way democracy works in Canada? [n]
Do you think that having the Reform as the Official Opposition is a good thing or a bad thing for Canada?

- 1: good thing
- 5: bad thing
- 8: don't know
- 9: refused

Do you think it would be a good thing or a bad thing if the Conservatives and Reform joined together to form one party?

- 1: good thing
- 5: bad thing
- 8: don't know
- 9: refused

In your view, what have the Liberals been elected to do?

- 1: Record verbatim [specify]
- 98: Don't know
- 99: Refused

On a scale from 0 to 10, where 0 means no attention at all, and 10 means a great deal of attention, how much attention did you pay to news about the election campaign on TV?
Enter number

Don't Know  Refused

And news about the election campaign in the NEWSPAPER?

On the same scale from 0 to 10, how much attention did you pay to news about the election campaign in the NEWSPAPER?

Enter number

Don't Know  Refused

And news on the RADIO about the election campaign?

On the same scale from 0 to 10, how much attention did you pay to RADIO news about the election campaign?

Enter number

Don't Know  Refused

On the same scale, where 0 means no interest at all and 10 means a great deal of interest, how would you rate your interest in the election campaign?

Enter number

Don't Know  Refused

During the CAMPAIGN, did you talk about the election with friends and relatives often, occasionally, or not at all? [n]

- Often [1]
- Occasionally [3]
- Not at all [5]

Don't Know [8] Refused [9]

During the election campaign, did you talk about the election with other people often, occasionally, or not at all? [n]

- Often [1]
- Occasionally [3]
- Not at all [5]

Don't know [8] Refused [9]

SECTION C: LEADER, PARTY, CANDIDATE EVALUATION
SECTION C: ÉVALUATION

(NB: We keep the knowledge questions as in the campaign questionnaire but they are not used as screens. Even those who say "nothing at all" are asked to rate leaders.)

Now I want to ask about the party leaders. [n]

First, JEAN CHRETIEN? [n]

Do you know a lot, a little, or nothing at all about Jean Chretien? [n]

- a lot [1]
- a little [3]
- nothing at all [5]
And what about JEAN CHAREST?  
Do you know a lot, a little, or nothing at all about Jean Charest?

a lot
a little
nothing at all

Don't Know Refused

ALEXA MCDONOUGH?  
Do you know a lot, a little, or nothing at all about Alexa McDonough?

a lot
a little
nothing at all

Don't Know Refused

PRESTON MANNING?  
Do you know a lot, a little, or nothing at all about Preston Manning?

a lot
a little
nothing at all

Don't Know Refused
[r] GILLES DUCEPPE? 

[r] Do you know a lot, a little, or nothing at all about Gilles Duceppe? 

   <1> a lot 
   <3> a little 
   <5> nothing at all 

   <8> Don't Know   <9> Refused 

===>

[ch99]< [allow 1] [store <0> in ch99] 
   [if PROV ne <14>]----------+ 
   [store <1> in ch99]     | Roc order flagged 
   [goto int1]          | 
   [endif]-------------+ 
   [if PROV eq <14>]----------+ 
   [store <2> in ch99]     | PQ order flagged 
   [goto INT1]          | 
   [endif]-------------+ 

+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
ROC randomisation here 
+-----------------------------------------------------------------+ 

>int1< 

[r] Now we're going to ask you how you feel about the party leaders using   
[r] a scale from 0 to 100. 

[r] 0 means you really DISLIKE the leader and 100 means you really LIKE 
[r] the leader. You can use any number from 0 to 100. 

   <1> to continue 

===>

>c40<   [if m5 eq <01> goto c1a] 
   [if m5 eq <02> goto c1a] 
   [if m5 eq <03> goto c1a]
[r] How do you feel about JEAN CHAREST?
[cyan] On a scale from 0 to 100, where 0 means you really DISLIKE him and 100 means you really LIKE him
[white] <0-100> Enter rating

<997> Don't know who he is
<998> Don't Know how to rate him

<999> Refused
=====>

>ch41< [if m5 eq <01> goto c1b]
How do you feel about JEAN CHRÉTIEN?  
On a scale from 0 to 100, where 0 means you really DISLIKE him and 100 means you really LIKE him
Enter rating

Don't know who he is
Don't Know how to rate him
Refused
>ch42< [if m5 eq <01> goto c1c]
    [if m5 eq <02> goto c1d]
    [if m5 eq <03> goto c1d]
    [if m5 eq <04> goto ot5]
    [if m5 eq <05> goto c1c]
    [if m5 eq <06> goto ot5]
    [if m5 eq <07> goto c1a]
    [if m5 eq <08> goto c1a]
    [if m5 eq <09> goto c1c]
    [if m5 eq <10> goto c1c]
    [if m5 eq <11> goto c1d]
    [if m5 eq <12> goto c1d]
    [if m5 eq <13> goto c1d]
    [if m5 eq <14> goto ot5]
    [if m5 eq <15> goto c1a]
    [if m5 eq <16> goto c1d]
    [if m5 eq <17> goto ot5]
    [if m5 eq <18> goto c1a]
    [if m5 eq <19> goto c1c]
    [if m5 eq <20> goto ot5]
    [if m5 eq <21> goto c1a]
    [if m5 eq <22> goto c1c]
    [if m5 eq <23> goto ot5]
    [if m5 eq <24> goto c1a]

>c1c<

[r] How do you feel about ALEXA MCDONOUGH? [n]
[cyan]
    On a scale from 0 to 100, where 0 means you really DISLIKE her
    and 100 means you really LIKE her
[white]
    <0-100> Enter rating

    <997> Don't know who she is
    <998> Don't Know how to rate her
    <999> Refused
====>
[r] How do you feel about PRESTON MANNING?  
[cyam] The scale runs from 0 to 100, where 0 means you really dislike him and 100 means you really like him
[white] <0-100> Enter rating

<997> Don't know who he is
<998> Don't Know how to rate him
<999> Refused

>ch44< [if m5 eq <01> goto ot5]
  [if m5 eq <02> goto c1c]
  [if m5 eq <03> goto ot5]
  [if m5 eq <04> goto c1b]
  [if m5 eq <05> goto c1b]
  [if m5 eq <08> goto c1c]
  [if m5 eq <07> goto ot5]
  [if m5 eq <08> goto c1c]
  [if m5 eq <09> goto ot5]
  [if m5 eq <10> goto c1a]
  [if m5 eq <11> goto c1a]
  [if m5 eq <12> goto c1c]

  [if m5 eq <13> goto ot5]
  [if m5 eq <14> goto c1b]
  [if m5 eq <15> goto ot5]
  [if m5 eq <16> goto c1a]
  [if m5 eq <17> goto c1a]
  [if m5 eq <18> goto c1b]

  [if m5 eq <19> goto c1a]
  [if m5 eq <20> goto c1a]
  [if m5 eq <21> goto c1b]
  [if m5 eq <22> goto c1b]
  [if m5 eq <23> goto c1c]
  [if m5 eq <24> goto c1c]

>ot5< +----------- end ROC leader randomisation here

>cle< [allow 3]

former home of giles duceppe in ROC sequence
[equiv c1a]

[r]  How do you feel about JEAN CHAREST?  
[n]
[cyan]
   On a scale from 0 to 100, where 0 means you really DISLIKE him
   and 100 means you really LIKE him
[white]
   <0-100> Enter rating

   <997> Don't know who he is
   <998> Don't Know how to rate him

   <999> Refused
>CH41< [if r5 eq <01> goto C1b]
  [if r5 eq <02> goto C1b]
  [if r5 eq <03> goto C1c]
  [if r5 eq <04> goto C1c]
  [if r5 eq <05> goto C1e]
  [if r5 eq <06> goto C1e]

  [if r5 eq <07> goto C1c]
  [if r5 eq <08> goto C1e]
  [if r5 eq <09> goto C1e]
  [if r5 eq <10> goto OT5]
  [if r5 eq <11> goto C1c]
  [if r5 eq <12> goto OT5]

  [if r5 eq <13> goto C1b]
  [if r5 eq <14> goto C1e]
  [if r5 eq <15> goto C1e]
  [if r5 eq <16> goto OT5]
  [if r5 eq <17> goto C1b]
  [if r5 eq <18> goto OT5]

  [if r5 eq <19> goto C1b]
  [if r5 eq <20> goto C1c]
  [if r5 eq <21> goto C1c]
  [if r5 eq <22> goto OT5]
  [if r5 eq <23> goto C1b]
  [if r5 eq <24> goto OT5]

>C1b< [equiv c1b]

[r] How do you feel about JEAN CHRÉTIEN? [n]
[cyan]
  On a scale from 0 to 100, where 0 means you really DISLIKE him
  and 100 means you really LIKE him
[white]
  <0-100> Enter rating

  <997> Don't know who he is
  <998> Don't Know how to rate him
<999> Refused
====>

>CH42< [if m5 eq <01> goto C1c]
    [if m5 eq <02> goto C1e]
    [if m5 eq <03> goto C1e]
    [if m5 eq <04> goto OT5]
    [if m5 eq <05> goto C1c]
    [if m5 eq <06> goto OT5]

    [if m5 eq <07> goto C1a]
    [if m5 eq <08> goto C1a]
    [if m5 eq <09> goto C1c]
    [if m5 eq <10> goto C1c]
    [if m5 eq <11> goto C1e]
    [if m5 eq <12> goto C1e]

    [if m5 eq <13> goto C1e]
    [if m5 eq <14> goto OT5]
    [if m5 eq <15> goto C1a]
    [if m5 eq <16> goto C1e]
    [if m5 eq <17> goto OT5]
    [if m5 eq <18> goto C1a]

    [if m5 eq <19> goto C1c]
    [if m5 eq <20> goto OT5]
    [if m5 eq <21> goto C1a]
    [if m5 eq <22> goto C1c]
    [if m5 eq <23> goto OT5]
    [if m5 eq <24> goto C1a]

>C1c< [equiv c1c]

[r] How do you feel about ALEXA MCDONOUGH?  [n]
[cyan]
On a scale from 0 to 100, where 0 means you really DISLIKE her
and 100 means you really LIKE her
[white]
<0-100> Enter rating

<997> Don't know who she is
<998> Don't Know how to rate her

<999> Refused

>CH43< [if rn5 eq <01> goto C1e]
  [if rn5 eq <02> goto OT5]
  [if rn5 eq <03> goto C1b]
  [if rn5 eq <04> goto C1e]
  [if rn5 eq <05> goto OT5]
  [if rn5 eq <06> goto C1b]

  [if rn5 eq <07> goto C1e]
  [if rn5 eq <08> goto OT5]
  [if rn5 eq <09> goto C1a]
  [if rn5 eq <10> goto C1e]
  [if rn5 eq <11> goto OT5]
  [if rn5 eq <12> goto C1a]

  [if rn5 eq <13> goto C1a]
  [if rn5 eq <14> goto C1a]
  [if rn5 eq <15> goto C1b]
  [if rn5 eq <16> goto C1b]
  [if rn5 eq <17> goto C1e]
  [if rn5 eq <18> goto C1e]

  [if rn5 eq <19> goto OT5]
  [if rn5 eq <20> goto C1b]
  [if rn5 eq <21> goto OT5]
  [if rn5 eq <22> goto C1a]
  [if rn5 eq <23> goto C1a]
  [if rn5 eq <24> goto C1b]

>C1e< [equiv c1e]

[r] How do you feel about GILLES DUCÉPPE? [n]
[cyan]
  On a scale from 0 to 100, where 0 means you really DISLIKE him
  and 100 means you really LIKE him
[white]
<0-100> Enter rating

<997> Don't know who he is
<998> Don't Know how to rate him

<999> Refused

====>

>CH44< [if rn5 eq <01> goto OT5]
  [if m5 eq <02> goto C1c]
  [if m5 eq <03> goto OT5]
  [if m5 eq <04> goto C1b]
  [if m5 eq <05> goto C1b]
  [if m5 eq <06> goto C1c]

  [if m5 eq <07> goto OT5]
  [if m5 eq <08> goto C1c]
  [if m5 eq <09> goto OT5]
  [if m5 eq <10> goto C1a]
  [if m5 eq <11> goto C1a]
  [if m5 eq <12> goto C1c]

  [if m5 eq <13> goto OT5]
  [if m5 eq <14> goto C1b]
  [if m5 eq <15> goto OT5]
  [if m5 eq <16> goto C1a]
  [if m5 eq <17> goto C1a]
  [if m5 eq <18> goto C1b]

  [if m5 eq <19> goto C1a]
  [if m5 eq <20> goto C1a]
  [if m5 eq <21> goto C1b]
  [if m5 eq <22> goto C1b]
  [if m5 eq <23> goto C1c]
  [if m5 eq <24> goto C1c]

>OT5< +-------------- end PQ leader randomisation here
How do you feel about PRESTON MANNING? The scale runs from 0 to 100, where 0 means you really dislike him and 100 means you really like him.

Enter rating

Don't know who he is
Don't Know how to rate him
Refused

Now we're going to ask you how you feel about each political party on the same scale. The scale runs from 0 to 100, where 0 means an extremely bad rating and 100 means an extremely good rating.
<1> to continue

How do you feel about ...
   ... the FEDERAL CONSERVATIVE PARTY?

The scale runs from 0 to 100, 0 means you really dislike the party and 100 means you really like the party
<0-100> Enter rating

<998> Don't Know <999> Refused
====>

>ch46< [if rn6 eq <01> goto c2b]
   [if rn6 eq <02> goto c2b]
   [if rn6 eq <03> goto c2c]
   [if rn6 eq <04> goto c2c]
   [if rn6 eq <05> goto c2d]
   [if rn6 eq <06> goto c2d]
   [if rn6 eq <07> goto c2c]
   [if rn6 eq <08> goto c2d]
   [if rn6 eq <09> goto c2d]
   [if rn6 eq <10> goto out9]
   [if rn6 eq <11> goto c2c]
   [if rn6 eq <12> goto out9]
   [if rn6 eq <13> goto c2b]
   [if rn6 eq <14> goto c2d]
   [if rn6 eq <15> goto c2d]
   [if rn6 eq <16> goto out9]
   [if rn6 eq <17> goto c2b]
   [if rn6 eq <18> goto out9]
   [if rn6 eq <19> goto c2b]
   [if rn6 eq <20> goto c2c]
   [if rn6 eq <21> goto c2c]
   [if rn6 eq <22> goto out9]
   [if rn6 eq <23> goto c2b]
   [if rn6 eq <24> goto out9]

>c2b<
[cyan]
   On the same scale, how do you feel about ...
[white]
[r]   ...the FEDERAL LIBERAL PARTY?
[cyan]
   The scale runs from 0 to 100, 0 means you really dislike the party
   and 100 means you really like the party

24
<0-100> Enter rating

<998> Don't Know <999> Refused
====>

>ch47< [if r6 eq <01> goto c2c]
    [if r6 eq <02> goto c2d]
    [if r6 eq <03> goto c2d]
    [if r6 eq <04> goto out9]
    [if r6 eq <05> goto out9]
    [if r6 eq <06> goto c2c]

    [if r6 eq <07> goto c2a]
    [if r6 eq <08> goto c2a]
    [if r6 eq <09> goto c2c]
    [if r6 eq <10> goto c2c]
    [if r6 eq <11> goto c2d]
    [if r6 eq <12> goto c2d]

    [if r6 eq <13> goto c2d]
    [if r6 eq <14> goto out9]
    [if r6 eq <15> goto c2a]
    [if r6 eq <16> goto c2d]
    [if r6 eq <17> goto out9]
    [if r6 eq <18> goto c2a]

    [if r6 eq <19> goto c2c]
    [if r6 eq <20> goto out9]
    [if r6 eq <21> goto c2a]
    [if r6 eq <22> goto c2c]
    [if r6 eq <23> goto out9]
    [if r6 eq <24> goto c2a]

>c2c<
[cyan]
On the same scale, how do you feel about...
[white]
[r] ...the FEDERAL N.D.P? [n]
[cyan]
The scale runs from 0 to 100, where 0 means you really dislike the party
and 100 means you really like the party
[white]

<0-100> Enter rating

<998> Don't Know <999> Refused
====>

>ch48< [if m6 eq <01> goto c2d]
   [if m6 eq <02> goto out9]
   [if m6 eq <03> goto c2b]
   [if m6 eq <04> goto c2d]
   [if m6 eq <05> goto c2b]
   [if m6 eq <06> goto out9]

   [if m6 eq <07> goto c2d]
   [if m6 eq <08> goto out9]
   [if m6 eq <09> goto c2a]
   [if m6 eq <10> goto c2d]
   [if m6 eq <11> goto out9]
   [if m6 eq <12> goto c2a]

   [if m6 eq <13> goto c2a]
   [if m6 eq <14> goto c2a]
   [if m6 eq <15> goto c2b]
   [if m6 eq <16> goto c2b]
   [if m6 eq <17> goto c2d]
   [if m6 eq <18> goto c2d]

   [if m6 eq <19> goto out9]
   [if m6 eq <20> goto c2b]
   [if m6 eq <21> goto out9]
   [if m6 eq <22> goto c2a]
   [if m6 eq <23> goto c2a]
   [if m6 eq <24> goto c2b]

>c2d<
[cyan]

   On the same scale, how do you feel about...
[white]
[r]  ...THE REFORM PARTY?  [n]
[cyan]
The scale runs from 0 to 100, 0 means you really dislike the party and 100 means you really like the party

[white]

<0-100> Enter rating

<998> Don't Know <999> Refused

====>

>ch50< [if rn6 eq <01> goto out9]
    [if rn6 eq <02> goto c2c]
    [if rn6 eq <03> goto out9]
    [if rn6 eq <04> goto c2b]
    [if rn6 eq <05> goto c2c]
    [if rn6 eq <06> goto c2b]

    [if rn6 eq <07> goto out9]
    [if rn6 eq <08> goto c2c]
    [if rn6 eq <09> goto out9]
    [if rn6 eq <10> goto c2a]
    [if rn6 eq <11> goto c2a]
    [if rn6 eq <12> goto c2c]

    [if rn6 eq <13> goto out9]
    [if rn6 eq <14> goto c2b]
    [if rn6 eq <15> goto out9]
    [if rn6 eq <16> goto c2a]
    [if rn6 eq <17> goto c2a]
    [if rn6 eq <18> goto c2b]

    [if rn6 eq <19> goto c2a]
    [if rn6 eq <20> goto c2a]
    [if rn6 eq <21> goto c2b]
    [if rn6 eq <22> goto c2b]
    [if rn6 eq <23> goto c2c]
    [if rn6 eq <24> goto c2c]

>out9< + -------------------------- end ROC party randomisation here

>c2e<

[cyan]

On the same scale, how do you feel about...
... the BLOC Québécois?

The scale runs from 0 to 100, 0 means you really dislike the party and 100 means you really like the party

Enter rating

<0-100> Enter rating

<998> Don't Know <999> Refused

End ROC randomisation here

PQ party randomisation starts here

>INT2< [equiv int2]

Now we're going to ask you how you feel about each political party on the same scale.

The scale runs from 0 to 100, where 0 means an extremely bad rating and 100 means an extremely good rating

<1> to continue

>CH45< [if rn6 eq <01> goto C2a]
  [if rn6 eq <02> goto C2a]
  [if rn6 eq <03> goto C2a]
  [if rn6 eq <04> goto C2a]
  [if rn6 eq <05> goto C2a]
  [if rn6 eq <06> goto C2a]
  [if rn6 eq <07> goto C2b]
  [if rn6 eq <08> goto C2b]
  [if rn6 eq <09> goto C2b]
  [if rn6 eq <10> goto C2b]
  [if rn6 eq <11> goto C2b]
  [if rn6 eq <12> goto C2b]
How do you feel about ... the FEDERAL CONSERVATIVE PARTY? The scale runs from 0 to 100, 0 means you really dislike the party and 100 means you really like the party

Enter rating

Don't Know Refused
On the same scale, how do you feel about ...

...the FEDERAL LIBERAL PARTY?  

The scale runs from 0 to 100, 0 means you really dislike the party and 100 means you really like the party

Enter rating

<0-100> Enter rating

<998> Don't Know <999> Refused

====>

>CH47< [if rn6 eq <01> goto C2c]
  [if rn6 eq <02> goto C2e]
  [if rn6 eq <03> goto C2e]
  [if rn6 eq <04> goto OUT9]
  [if rn6 eq <05> goto OUT9]
  [if rn6 eq <06> goto C2c]
  [if rn6 eq <07> goto C2a]
  [if rn6 eq <08> goto C2a]
  [if rn6 eq <09> goto C2c]
  [if rn6 eq <10> goto C2c]
  [if rn6 eq <11> goto C2e]
  [if rn6 eq <12> goto C2e]
On the same scale, how do you feel about...

...the FEDERAL N.D.P?

The scale runs from 0 to 100, where 0 means you really dislike the party and 100 means you really like the party.

Enter rating

Don't Know Refused
On the same scale, how do you feel about the BLOC Québécois?

The scale runs from 0 to 100, 0 means you really dislike the party and 100 means you really like the party.

Enter rating:

<998> Don't Know <999> Refused

====> [goto CH50]
>OUT9< + ------------------------ end PQ party randomisation here

>C2d<  [equiv c2d]
[cyan]
   On the same scale, how do you feel about ...
[white]
[r]   ...THE REFORM PARTY?        [n]
[cyan]
   The scale runs from 0 to 100, 0 means you really dislike the party
   and 100 means you really like the party
[white]
   <0-100> Enter rating

   <998> Don't Know <999> Refused
   ===========>

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------+
   end PQ randomisation here
+-----------------------------------------------------------------------+

>c2f< [allow 3][loc 26/72]
[cyan]
   And on the same scale...
[white]
[r]   ...POLITICIANS IN GENERAL?        [n]
[cyan]
   The scale runs from 0 to 100, 0 means you really dislike them and 100
means you really like them
[white]
  <0-100> Enter rating

  <998> Don't Know  <999> Refused

===>

+----------------------------------------------------------+

  Start riding randomisation here

+----------------------------------------------------------+

>intR<

[r] Now the local candidates in your riding.          [n]

[r] 0 means you really DISLIKE the candidate and 100 means you really LIKE [n]
[r] the candidate. If you don't have an opinion, feel free to say so. [n]

  <1> to continue

===>

>ch81< [if r8 eq <01> goto c3a]
  [if r8 eq <02> goto c3a]
  [if r8 eq <03> goto c3a]
  [if r8 eq <04> goto c3a]
  [if r8 eq <05> goto c3a]
  [if r8 eq <06> goto c3a]
  [if r8 eq <07> goto c3b]
  [if r8 eq <08> goto c3b]
  [if r8 eq <09> goto c3b]
  [if r8 eq <10> goto c3b]
  [if r8 eq <11> goto c3b]
  [if r8 eq <12> goto c3b]
  [if r8 eq <13> goto c3c]
  [if r8 eq <14> goto c3c]
  [if r8 eq <15> goto c3c]
  [if r8 eq <16> goto c3c]
  [if r8 eq <17> goto c3c]
  [if r8 eq <18> goto c3c]
How do you feel about...

...the CONSERVATIVE CANDIDATE?  

On a scale from 0 to 100, where 0 means you really DISLIKE the candidate and 100 means you really LIKE the candidate  

Enter rating

<996> Don't know anything about candidates in riding  
<997> Don't know who the candidate is  
<998> Don't Know how to rate the candidate

<999> Refused

=====>

[if rn8 eq <01> goto c3b]  
[if rn8 eq <02> goto c3b]  
[if rn8 eq <03> goto c3c]  
[if rn8 eq <04> goto c3c]  
[if rn8 eq <05> goto c3d]  
[if rn8 eq <06> goto c3d]  
[if rn8 eq <07> goto c3c]  
[if rn8 eq <08> goto c3d]  
[if rn8 eq <09> goto c3d]  
[if m8 eq <10> goto out3]  
[if rn8 eq <11> goto c3c]  
[if m8 eq <12> goto out3]  
[if rn8 eq <13> goto c3b]  
[if rn8 eq <14> goto c3d]
[if rn8 eq <15> goto c3d]
[if rn8 eq <16> goto out3]
[if rn8 eq <17> goto c3b]
[if rn8 eq <18> goto out3]

[if rn8 eq <19> goto c3b]
[if rn8 eq <20> goto c3c]
[if rn8 eq <21> goto c3c]
[if rn8 eq <22> goto out3]
[if rn8 eq <23> goto c3b]
[if rn8 eq <24> goto out3]

>c3b< [allow 3][loc 27/1]
[cyan]
How do you feel about...
[white]
[r] ...the LIBERAL CANDIDATE? [n]
[cyan]
On a scale from 0 to 100, where 0 means you really DISLIKE the
candidate and 100 means you really LIKE the candidate
[white]
<0-100> Enter rating

<996> Don't know anything about candidates in riding [goto out3]
<997> Don't know who the candidate is
<998> Don't Know how to rate the candidate

<999> Refused
====>

>ch83< [if rn8 eq <01> goto c3c]
[if rn8 eq <02> goto c3d]
[if rn8 eq <03> goto c3d]
[if rn8 eq <04> goto out3]
[if rn8 eq <05> goto c3c]
[if rn8 eq <06> goto out3]

[if rn8 eq <07> goto c3a]
[if rn8 eq <08> goto c3a]
[if rn8 eq <09> goto c3c]
[if rn8 eq <10> goto c3c]
How do you feel about the ... NDP CANDIDATE? On a scale from 0 to 100, where 0 means you really DISLIKE the candidate and 100 means you really LIKE the candidate

Enter rating

Don't know anything about candidates in riding
Don't know who the candidate is
Don't Know how to rate the candidate
Refused
[if r8 eq <07> goto c3d]
[if r8 eq <08> goto out3]
[if r8 eq <09> goto c3a]
[if r8 eq <10> goto c3d]
[if r8 eq <11> goto out3]
[if r8 eq <12> goto c3a]

[if r8 eq <13> goto c3a]
[if r8 eq <14> goto c3a]
[if r8 eq <15> goto c3b]
[if r8 eq <16> goto c3b]
[if r8 eq <17> goto c3d]
[if r8 eq <18> goto c3d]

[if r8 eq <19> goto out3]
[if r8 eq <20> goto c3b]
[if r8 eq <21> goto out3]
[if r8 eq <22> goto c3a]
[if r8 eq <23> goto c3a]
[if r8 eq <24> goto c3b]

>c3d< [if PROV eq <14>]goto c3e[endif] [#ROC only]
[cyan]
  How do you feel about ...
[white]
[r] ....the REFORM CANDIDATE?    [n]
[cyan]
  On a scale from 0 to 100, where 0 means you really DISLIKE the candidate and 100 means you really LIKE the candidate
[white]
  <0-100> Enter rating

  <995> no candidate
  <996> Don't know anything about candidates in riding [goto out3]
  <997> Don't know who the candidate is
  <998> Don't Know how to rate the candidate

  <999> Refused
  =====>goto ch85 +-------- to randomisation block

>c3e< [if PROV ne <14>]goto ch85[endif] [#-------- to randomisation block]
How do you feel about ... the BLOC Québécois CANDIDATE? [n]

On a scale from 0 to 100, where 0 means you really DISLIKE the candidate and 100 means you really LIKE the candidate

Enter rating

<996> Don't know anything about candidates in riding [goto out3]
<997> Don't know who the candidate is
<998> Don't Know how to rate the candidate

<999> Refused

====>

>ch85<  [if m8 eq <01> goto out3]
   [if m8 eq <02> goto c3c]
   [if m8 eq <03> goto out3]
   [if m8 eq <04> goto c3b]
   [if m8 eq <05> goto c3b]
   [if m8 eq <06> goto c3c]
   [if m8 eq <07> goto out3]
   [if m8 eq <08> goto c3c]
   [if m8 eq <09> goto out3]
   [if m8 eq <10> goto c3a]
   [if m8 eq <11> goto c3a]
   [if m8 eq <12> goto c3c]
   [if m8 eq <13> goto out3]
   [if m8 eq <14> goto c3b]
   [if m8 eq <15> goto out3]
   [if m8 eq <16> goto c3a]
   [if m8 eq <17> goto c3a]
   [if m8 eq <18> goto c3b]
   [if m8 eq <19> goto c3a]
   [if m8 eq <20> goto c3a]
   [if m8 eq <21> goto c3b]
[if rn8 eq <22> goto c3b]
[if rn8 eq <23> goto c3c]
[if rn8 eq <24> goto c3c]

>out3< +----------------------  End candidate randomisation here

>c4<

[r] Using the same scale, we are going to ask about some political figures. [n]

[r] First, PAUL MARTIN? [cyan]
[white]

On a scale from 0 to 100, where 0 means you really DISLIKE him and 100 means you really LIKE him
<0-100> Enter rating

<997> Don't know who he is
<998> Don't Know how to rate him
<999> Refused

====>

>c5< [if PROV eq <10>][store <Brian Tobin> in E001][endif]
[if PROV eq <11>][store <Patrick Binns> in E001][endif]
[if PROV eq <12>][store <John Savage> in E001][endif]
[if PROV eq <13>][store <Frank McKenna> in E001][endif]
[if PROV eq <14>][store <Lucien Bouchard> in E001][endif]
[if PROV eq <15>][store <Mike Harris> in E001][endif]
[if PROV eq <16>][store <Gary Filmon> in E001][endif]
[if PROV eq <17>][store <Roy Romanow> in E001][endif]
[if PROV eq <18>][store <Ralph Klein> in E001][endif]
[if PROV eq <19>][store <Glenn Clark> in E001][endif]
[if PROV eq <20>][store <Don Morin> in E001][endif]
[if PROV eq <21>][store <Piers McDonald> in E001][endif]

[r] How do you feel about [fill E001]? [cyan]

On a scale from 0 to 100, where 0 means you really DISLIKE him and 100 means you really LIKE him
[white]
>c6<
[cyan]
   How do you feel about...
[white]
[r]   ...PIERRE ELLIOTT TRUDEAU? [n]
[bold][yellow]
   INTERVIEWER: if asked Pierre Elliott Trudeau is Pierre Trudeau
[n][cyan]
   On a scale from 0 to 100, where 0 means you really DISLIKE him and 100
   means you really LIKE him
[white]
   <0-100> Enter rating

   <997> Don't know who he is
   <998> Don't Know how to rate him

   <999> Refused
===>

SECTION D: PLACEMENT
SECTION D: PLACEMENTS

SECTION E: POLICY
SECTION E: LES ENJEUX

e6< [# REPEAT ROTATE ORDER)]
[r]   If you HAD TO make cuts, would you cut spending in the following areas [n]
[r]   A LOT, SOME, or NOT AT ALL? [n]

   <1> to continue
===>
>ch60< [if m9 eq <1>][goto e6a][endif]
  [if m9 eq <2>][goto e6b][endif]
  [if m9 eq <3>][goto e6c][endif]
  [if m9 eq <4>][goto e6d][endif]
  [if m9 eq <5>][goto e6e][endif]
  [if m9 eq <6>][goto e6f][endif]
  [if m9 eq <7>][goto e6g][endif]

>e6a<

[r] Defence? [n]
[cyan]
  Would you cut DEFENCE spending A LOT, SOME, or NOT AT ALL?
[white]
  <1> A lot
  <3> Some
  <5> Not at all

  <8> Don't Know <9> Refused
====>

>ch61< [if m9 eq <1>][goto e6b][endif]
  [if m9 eq <2>][goto out4][endif]
  [if m9 eq <3>][goto e6b][endif]
  [if m9 eq <4>][goto e6b][endif]
  [if m9 eq <5>][goto e6b][endif]
  [if m9 eq <6>][goto e6b][endif]
  [if m9 eq <7>][goto e6b][endif]

>e6b<

[r] Welfare? [n]
[cyan]
  Would you cut WELFARE spending A LOT, SOME, or NOT AT ALL?
[white]
  <1> A lot
  <3> Some
<8> Don't Know  <9> Refused

======>

>ch62< [if m9 eq <1>][goto e6c][endif]
  [if m9 eq <2>][goto e6c][endif]
  [if m9 eq <3>][goto out4][endif]
  [if m9 eq <4>][goto e6c][endif]
  [if m9 eq <5>][goto e6c][endif]
  [if m9 eq <6>][goto e6c][endif]
  [if m9 eq <7>][goto e6c][endif]

>e6c<

[r] Pensions and Old Age Security?
[n]
[cyan]
  Would you cut PENSIONS A LOT, SOME, or NOT AT ALL?
[white]
  <1> A lot
  <3> Some
  <5> Not at all

<8> Don't Know  <9> Refused

======>

>ch63< [if m9 eq <1>][goto e6d][endif]
  [if m9 eq <2>][goto e6d][endif]
  [if m9 eq <3>][goto e6d][endif]
  [if m9 eq <4>][goto out4][endif]
  [if m9 eq <5>][goto e6d][endif]
  [if m9 eq <6>][goto e6d][endif]
  [if m9 eq <7>][goto e6d][endif]

>e6d<

[r] Health Care?
[n]
[cyan]
  Would you cut HEALTH CARE A LOT, SOME, or NOT AT ALL?
[white]
  <1> A lot
<3> Some
<5> Not at all

<8> Don't Know   <9> Refused

=========

>ch64< [if m9 eq <1>][goto e6e][endif]
   [if m9 eq <2>][goto e6e][endif]
   [if m9 eq <3>][goto e6e][endif]
   [if m9 eq <4>][goto e6e][endif]
   [if m9 eq <5>][goto out4][endif]
   [if m9 eq <6>][goto e6e][endif]
   [if m9 eq <7>][goto e6e][endif]

>e6e<

[r] Unemployment Insurance?     [n]
[cyan]
   Would you cut UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE A LOT, SOME, or NOT AT ALL?
[white]
   <1> A lot
   <3> Some
   <5> Not at all

<8> Don't Know   <9> Refused

=========

>ch65< [if m9 eq <1>][goto e6f][endif]
   [if m9 eq <2>][goto e6f][endif]
   [if m9 eq <3>][goto e6f][endif]
   [if m9 eq <4>][goto e6f][endif]
   [if m9 eq <5>][goto e6f][endif]
   [if m9 eq <6>][goto out4][endif]
   [if m9 eq <7>][goto e6f][endif]

>e6f<

[r] Education?     [n]
[cyan]
   Would you cut EDUCATION A LOT, SOME, or NOT AT ALL?
[white]
A lot
Some
Not at all

Don't Know  Refused

INTERVIEWER: developing means poor.

Would you cut AID TO DEVELOPING COUNTRIES A LOT, SOME, or NOT AT ALL?

Aid to developing countries?

-------- end "cuts" rotation here
How much power do you think UNIONS should have: MUCH MORE, SOMEWHAT MORE, ABOUT THE SAME AS NOW, SOMEWHAT LESS, or MUCH LESS? [n]

<1> Much more
<2> Somewhat more
<3> About the same as now
<4> Somewhat less
<5> Much less

<8> Don't know  <9> Refused

And how much do you think should be done for BUSINESS: MUCH MORE, SOMEWHAT MORE, ABOUT THE SAME as now, SOMEWHAT LESS, or MUCH LESS? [n]

INTERVIEWER: If Asked: we mean business in general

<1> Much more
<2> Somewhat more
<3> About the same as now
<4> Somewhat less
<5> Much less

<8> Don't know  <9> Refused

How much do you think should be done for WOMEN: MUCH MORE, SOMEWHAT MORE, ABOUT THE SAME as now, SOMEWHAT LESS, or MUCH LESS? [n]

<1> Much more
<2> Somewhat more
<3> About the same as now
<4> Somewhat less
Much less

Don't know  Refused

Do you think Canada's ties with the United States should be MUCH CLOSER, SOMEWHAT CLOSER, ABOUT THE SAME AS NOW, MORE DISTANT, or MUCH MORE DISTANT?  
  Much closer  Somewhat closer  About the same as now  More distant  Much more distant

Don't know  Refused

Now we would like to get your views on abortion. Of the following three positions, which is closest to your own opinion:  
  One:  abortion should NEVER be permitted  
  Two:  should be permitted only after NEED has been established by a doctor, OR  
  Three: should be a matter of the woman's PERSONAL CHOICE?

abortion never permitted  permitted after need established  woman's personal choice

Don't know  Refused
Now we would like to get your views on abortion. Of the following three positions, which is closest to your own opinion:

One: Abortion should be permitted only after NEED has been established by a doctor,

Two: should be a matter of the woman's PERSONAL CHOICE, or

Three: should NEVER be permitted? 

 permitted after need established
 woman's personal choice
 abortion never permitted

 Don't know  Refused

Now we would like to get your views on abortion. Of the following three positions, which is closest to your own opinion:

One: Abortion should be a matter of the woman's PERSONAL CHOICE,

Two: abortion should NEVER be permitted, or

Three: should be permitted only after NEED has been established by a doctor?

 woman's personal choice
 abortion never permitted
 permitted after need established

 Don't know  Refused
Which comes closer to your own view:

One: The government should not provide services to people who can pay for them out of their own pocket, or

Two: We can only be sure everyone’s needs are met if the government provides the same services to all?

<1> Not provide services to people who can pay
<2> Provide the same services to everyone
<8> Don’t Know  <9> Refused

====>[goto e9a]
<8> Don't know  <9> Refused
====> [goto e9c]

>e9b<

[r]  Is that much worse or a little worse?  [n]
    <1> much
    <3> a little
    <8> don't know  <9> refused
====>

>e9c<

[r]  And what about health care?  [n]
[cyan]
    Over the last FIVE years, has the quality of health care in
    [fill pppp] got better, got worse, or stayed about the same?
[white]
    <1> Better
    <3> Worse [goto e9d]
    <5> Stayed about the same as now
    <8> Don't know  <9> Refused
====> [goto e9e]

>e9d<

[r]  Is that much worse or a little worse?  [n]
    <1> much
    <3> a little
    <8> don't know  <9> refused
====>

>e9e<  [store <provincial> in E001]
    [if PROV ge <20>]
    [store <territorial> in E001]
    [endif]
Which level of government has been most responsible for the cuts to health care: the federal government or the [fill E001] government?

<1> The federal government
<3> The [fill E001] government

<5> Both [bold][yellow] DO NOT READ [n][white]

<8> Don't know  <9> Refused

---

Are you VERY FAVOURABLE, SOMEWHAT FAVOURABLE, SOMEWHAT OPPOSED, or VERY OPPOSED to Québec sovereignty, that is Québec is no longer a part of Canada?

<1> Very favourable
<3> Somewhat favourable
<5> Somewhat opposed
<7> Very opposed

<8> Don't know  <9> Refused

---

How likely is it that in the long-run Canada will become a part of the United States: VERY LIKELY, SOMEWHAT LIKELY, SOMEWHAT UNLIKELY, VERY UNLIKELY?

<1> Very likely
<3> Somewhat likely
<5> Somewhat unlikely
<7> Very unlikely

<8> Don't know <9> Refused
=====>

e10a<

[r] If Québec separates from Canada, do you think your standard of living [n]
r will get better, get worse, or stay about the same as now? [n]

<1> Get better [goto e10b]
<3> Get worse [goto e10c]
<5> Stay the same

<8> Don't know <9> Refused
=====>[goto ch5]

e10b<

[r] A LOT better or A LITTLE better? [n]

<1> A lot
<3> A little

<8> Don't know <9> Refused
====>

ch5< [if PROV eq <14>][goto e10d][endif] [#if QUEBEC goto e10d] ****
[if PROV ne <14>][goto e11d][endif] [# ROC goto e11d]

e10c<

[r] A LOT worse or A LITTLE worse? [n]

<1> A lot
<3> A little

<8> Don't know <9> Refused
====>
In your opinion, is the French language threatened in Québec? [n]

  <1> Yes, threatened
  <3> No, not threatened

  <8> Don't know  <9> Refused

If Québec separates from Canada, do you think that the situation of the French language in Québec will get better, get worse, or stay about the same as now? [n]

  <1> Get better [goto e10f]
  <3> Get worse [goto e10g]
  <5> Stay the same

  <8> Don't know  <9> Refused

A LOT better or A LITTLE better? [n]

  <1> A lot
  <3> A little

  <8> Don't know  <9> Refused

A LOT worse or A LITTLE worse? [n]

  <1> A lot
  <3> A little

  <8> Don't know  <9> Refused
If Québec separates how likely is it that there will be a close economic union between Québec and Canada: VERY LIKELY, SOMEWHAT LIKELY, SOMEWHAT UNLIKELY, VERY UNLIKELY?

<1> Very likely
<3> Somewhat likely
<5> Somewhat unlikely
<7> Very unlikely

<8> Don’t know  <9> Refused

Only police officers and the military should be allowed to have guns.

Do you STRONGLY AGREE, SOMEWHAT AGREE, SOMEWHAT DISAGREE, or STRONGLY DISAGREE?

<1> Strongly agree
<3> Somewhat agree
<5> Somewhat disagree
<7> Strongly disagree

<8> Don’t know  <9> Refused

Capital punishment is never justified, no matter what the crime.

Do you STRONGLY AGREE, SOMEWHAT AGREE, SOMEWHAT DISAGREE or
STRONGLY DISAGREE?

[white]

<1> Strongly agree
<3> Somewhat agree
<5> Somewhat disagree
<7> Strongly disagree

<8> Don't know <9> Refused

====>

>e15<

[r] Politicians are ready to lie to get elected. [n]
[cyan]

Do you STRONGLY AGREE, SOMEWHAT AGREE, SOMEWHAT DISAGREE or STRONGLY DISAGREE?
[white]

<1> Strongly agree
<3> Somewhat agree
<5> Somewhat disagree
<7> Strongly disagree

<8> Don't know <9> Refused

====>

>e16<

[r] Any government that accepts a high level of unemployment deserves to [n]
[r] be defeated. [n]
[cyan]

Do you STRONGLY AGREE, SOMEWHAT AGREE, SOMEWHAT DISAGREE or STRONGLY DISAGREE?
[white]

<1> Strongly agree
<3> Somewhat agree
<5> Somewhat disagree
<7> Strongly disagree
Everyone should be forced to retire at age 65. Do you STRONGLY AGREE, SOMEWHAT AGREE, SOMEWHAT DISAGREE or STRONGLY DISAGREE?

The issues that really matter to women just never got discussed in this election. Do you STRONGLY AGREE, SOMEWHAT AGREE, SOMEWHAT DISAGREE or STRONGLY DISAGREE?

It would be a good thing if Canada and the United States became one country.
Do you STRONGLY AGREE, SOMEWHAT AGREE, SOMEWHAT DISAGREE or STRONGLY DISAGREE?

<1> Strongly agree
<3> Somewhat agree
<5> Somewhat disagree
<7> Strongly disagree

<8> Don't know  <9> Refused

> e19 <

[r] People who don't get ahead should blame themselves, not the system.  [n]
[cyan]
Do you STRONGLY AGREE, SOMEWHAT AGREE, SOMEWHAT DISAGREE or STRONGLY DISAGREE?

<1> Strongly agree
<3> Somewhat agree
<5> Somewhat disagree
<7> Strongly disagree

<8> Don't know  <9> Refused

> e20 <

[r] When businesses make a lot of money, everyone benefits, including the poor.  [n]
[cyan]
Do you STRONGLY AGREE, SOMEWHAT AGREE, SOMEWHAT DISAGREE or STRONGLY DISAGREE?

<1> Strongly agree
<3> Somewhat agree
I'd rather put my trust in the down-to-earth thinking of ordinary people than in experts.

Do you STRONGLY AGREE, SOMEWHAT AGREE, SOMEWHAT DISAGREE or STRONGLY DISAGREE?

Do you happen to remember which party promised to lower personal income taxes by TEN percent?

Conservative party only
Conservatives and any other mention
any other mention
no, don't remember
Don't Know
Refused
And which party promised to cut unemployment in half by year 2001?

- NDP only
- NDP and any other mention
- any other mention
- no, don't remember
- Don't Know
- Refused

And do you remember which party said all provinces should be treated equally?

- Reform only
- Reform and any other mention
- any other mention
- no, don't remember
- Don't Know
- Refused

What do you think they meant by that?

- Enter text, end with /// [specify]
- don't know
- refused

And which party was against recognizing Québec as a distinct society?
SECTION F: COLLECTIVITIES [# REPEAT]

>intF<

[r] Now a few questions about groups using the 0 to 100 scale. [n]
[r] 0 means you really DISLIKE the group and 100 means you really LIKE [n]
[r] the group. You can use any number from 0 to 100. [n]

<1> to continue

====>

>f1<

[r] How do you feel about BIG BUSINESS? [n]
[cyan] On a scale from 0 to 100, where 0 means you really DISLIKE them and [white]
[white] 100 means you really LIKE them.
[white]

<0-100> Enter rating

<998> Don't Know <999> Refused

====>

>f2<

[r] How do you feel about UNIONS? [n]
[cyan] On a scale from 0 to 100, where 0 means you really DISLIKE them and [white]
[white] 100 means you really LIKE them.
[white]
How do you feel about...

**FEMINISTS?**

On a scale from 0 to 100, where 0 means you really DISLIKE them and 100 means you really LIKE them.

How do you feel about...

**PEOPLE ON WELFARE?**

On a scale from 0 to 100, where 0 means you really DISLIKE them and 100 means you really LIKE them.

How do you feel about

**ABORIGINAL PEOPLES?**

INTERVIEWER: If required, Aboriginal People are Indians, Inuit (Eskimo) and Metis
On a scale from 0 to 100, where 0 means you really DISLIKE them and 100 means you really LIKE them.

Enter rating

 Don't Know Refused

How do you feel about... THE POLICE?

INTERVIEWER: Police in general

Enter rating

 Don't Know Refused

How do you feel about... RACIAL MINORITIES?

Enter rating

 Don't Know Refused
How do you feel about...

[r] ...the BABYBOOMER GENERATION? [n]

INTERVIEWER: babyboomer generation means people in their 40's and early 50's

[n][cyan]
On a scale from 0 to 100, where 0 means you really DISLIKE them and 100 means you really LIKE them.

[white]
<0-100> Enter rating

<998> Don't Know <999> Refused

====>

>f10<
[cyan]
r] How do you feel about ... [n]
[white]
r] ...GAYS AND LESBIANS? [n]
[cyan]
On a scale from 0 to 100, where 0 means you really DISLIKE them and 100 means you really LIKE them.
[white]
<0-100> Enter rating

<998> Don't Know <999> Refused

====>

>f11a<
[r] How do you feel about CANADA? [n]
[cyan]
On a scale from 0 to 100, where 0 means you really DISLIKE Canada and 100 means you really LIKE Canada.
[white]
<0-100> Enter rating

<998> Don't Know <999> Refused

====>
How do you feel about [fill pppp]? On a scale from 0 to 100, where 0 means you really DISLIKE [fill pppp] and 100 means you really LIKE [fill pppp].

Enter rating

Don't Know Refused

How do you feel about QUÉBEC? On a scale from 0 to 100, where 0 means you really DISLIKE them and 100 means you really LIKE them.

Enter rating

Don't Know Refused

How do you feel about...the UNITED STATES? On a scale from 0 to 100, where 0 means you really DISLIKE the US and 100 means you really LIKE the US.

Enter rating

Don't Know Refused

...
>f14a< [store <provincial> in E001]
   [if PROV ge <20>]
      [store <territorial> in E001]
   [endif]
[r] In general, which government best looks after the interests of people [n] [r] like you: the FEDERAL government or the [fill E001] government? [n]
   <1> Federal government
   <3> Provincial government
   <5> not much difference [bold][yellow]DO NOT READ[n][white]
   <8> Don't Know  <9> Refused
====>[goto intH]

>f14b<
[r] In general, which government best looks after the interests of people [n] [r] like you: the federal government, the provincial government, or is [n] [r] there not much difference? [n]
   <1> Federal government
   <3> Provincial government
   <5> not much difference
   <8> Don't Know  <9> Refused
====>

SECTION G: LEADER TRAITS  [# deleted 5 June]
SECTION G: TRAITS DES LEADERS

SECTION H:  PARTY IDENTIFICATION AND VOTE HISTORY
SECTION H: TRADITIONS PARTISANES

>intH< [if rn16 eq <1>][goto h1][endif]
   [if rn16 eq <2>][goto h5][endif]

(EXPERIMENT; SPLIT HALF; HALF GETS VERSION 1, HALF GETS VERSION 2)(TIMER)

Version 1 [# REPEAT]
+-----------------------------------
Version 1 experiment begins here
+-----------------------------------

>h1< [allow 2][loc 28/44]
  [if PROV eq <14>]
    [store <Bloc Québécois,> in E001]
    [store <Bloc Québécois,> in F001]
  [endif]
  [if PROV ne <14>]
    [store <Reform,> in E001]
    [store <Reform,> in F001]
  [endif]
[r] In federal politics, do you usually think of yourself as a Liberal, [n]
[r] Conservative, N.D.P. [fill E001] or none of these? [n]

  <1> Liberal
  <2> Conservative
  <3> N.D.P
  <4> Reform
  <5> Bloc Québécois

  <0> Other [specify]

  <97> None of these [goto h3]

  <98> Don't Know [goto h3] <99> Refused [goto h21]

====>

>h2< [store <> in E001]
  [if h1 eq <1>]
    [store <Liberal> in E001]
  [endif]
  [if h1 eq <2>]
    [store <Conservative> in E001]
  [endif]
  [if h1 eq <3>]
    [store <N.D.P.> in E001]
  [endif]
  [if h1 eq <4>]
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[store <Reform> in E001]
[endif]

[if h1 eq <5>]
[store <Bloc Québécois> in E001]
[endif]

[if h1 eq <0>]
[store <OTHER> in E001]
[endif]

[r] How strongly [fill E001] do you feel, very strongly, fairly strongly, or not very strongly? [n]
[r] or not very strongly? [n]

<1> Very strongly
<3> Fairly strongly
<5> Not very strongly

<8> Don't know <9> Refused
====> [goto h21]

>h3<

[r] Do you generally think of yourself as being a little closer to one of the federal parties than to the others? [n]
[r] of the federal parties than to the others? [n]

<1> Yes [goto h4]
<5> No

<8> Don't know <9> Refused
====> [goto h21]

>h4<

[r] Which party is that? [n]

<1> Liberal
<2> Conservative
<3> N.D.P
<4> Reform
<5> Bloc Québécois

<0> Other [specify]
In federal politics, do you usually think of yourself as close to any particular party?

[r] Yes [goto h6]  <5> No

[r] Don't know <9> Refused [goto h21]

Which party is that?

[r] Liberal
[r] Conservative
[r] N.D.P
[r] Reform
[r] Bloc Québécois
[r] Other [specify]
[r] none

[r] Don't know [goto h21] <9> Refused [goto h21]

Do you feel very close to this party, somewhat close, or not very close?
<1> Very close
<3> Somewhat close
<5> Not very close

<8> Don't know  <9> Refused
====> [goto h21]

>h8<

[r]  Do you feel yourself a little closer to one of the political parties [n]
[r]  than the others?  [n]

<1> Yes  [goto h9]
<5> No

<8> Don't know  <9> Refused
====> [goto h21]

>h9<

[r]  Which party is that?  [n]

<1> Liberal
<2> Conservative
<3> N.D.P
<4> Reform
<5> Bloc Québécois

<0> Other [specify]

<97> None

<98> Don't know  <99> Refused
====>

>h21<

[r]  Is there any Federal political party that is just too extreme? [n]

<97> No
<1> Liberal
<2> Conservative
<3> NDP
<4> Reform
<5> Bloc Québécois

<6> Bloc and Reform

<0> other/combinations [specify]

<98> don't know  <99> refused

=====>

REPEAT THE EXPERIMENT FOR PROVINCIAL PID--VERSION 1 FOR FEDERAL PID
GETS VERSION 1 PROVINCIAL PID etc.

+---------------------------------------------
Experiment version 1 begins here
+---------------------------------------------

>ch20< [if rn16 eq <1>][goto h10][endif]
 [if rn16 eq <2>][goto h14][endif]

>h10< [store <> in E002][store <> in E003][store <> in E006]
 [store <Provincial> in E001]
 [if PROV ge <20>]
  [store <Territorial> in E001]
 [endif]
 [if PROV ge <10> ] [# NF to NB PC filled here]
  [if PROV le <13> ]
   [store <Conservative,> in E002]
   [store <N.D.P.> in E003]
  [endif][endif]
 [if PROV eq <13> ]
   [store <Confederation of Regions,> in E006]
 [endif]
 [if PROV eq <14> ]
   [store <> in E002]
   [store <> in F002]
   [store <Parti Québécois,> in E006]
   [store <Action Démocratique> in E003]
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In [fill E001] politics, do you usually think of yourself as a  
[r] Liberal  
[r] Conservative  
[r] N.D.P.  
[r] Social Credit  
[r] Parti Québécois  
[r] Confederation of Regions  
[r] Yukon Party  
[r] Reform (BC)  
[r] l’Action Democratique  
[r] Other [specify]  
[r] None of these  
[r] Don't Know  
[r] Refused  

---
<h11> [if h10 eq <1>]
    [store <Liberal> in E006]
    [endif]
[if h10 eq <2>]
    [store <Conservative> in E006]
    [endif]
[if h10 eq <3>]
    [store <N.D.P.> in E006]
    [endif]
[if h10 eq <4>]
    [store <Social Credit> in E006]
    [endif]
[if h10 eq <5>]
    [store <Parti Québécois> in E006]
    [endif]
[if h10 eq <6>]
    [store <C.O.R.> in E006]
    [endif]
[if h10 eq <7>]
    [store <Yukon Party> in E006]
    [endif]
[if h10 eq <8>]
    [store <Reform> in E006]
    [endif]
[if h10 eq <9>]
    [store <Action Democratique> in E006]
    [endif]

[r] How strongly [fill E006] do you feel, very strongly, fairly strongly, or not very strongly? [n]
[r] strongly, or not very strongly? [n]

    <1> Very strongly
    <3> Fairly strongly
    <5> Not very strongly

    <8> Don't know  <9> Refused
====> [goto h19]

<h12>

[r] Do you generally think of yourself as being a little closer to one [n]
of the provincial parties than to the others?  

<1> Yes [goto h13]  
<5> No  

<8> Don't know  <9> Refused  

====> [goto h19]  

>h13<  

Which party is that?  

<1> Liberal  
<2> Conservative  
<3> N.D.P  
<4> Social Credit  
<5> Parti Québécois  
<6> Confederation of Regions  
<7> Yukon Party  
<8> Reform (BC)  
<9> l'Action Démocratique  

<0> Other [specify]  

<97> None of these  

<98> Don't Know  <99> Refused  

====> [goto h19] +----------------------- exit experiment version 1  

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+  

Experiment Version 2 begins here  
+---------------------------------------------------------------------+  

>h14<  

In provincial politics, do you usually think of yourself as close to  

any particular party?  

<1> Yes [goto h15]  
<5> No
Which party is that?

1. Liberal
2. Conservative
3. N.D.P
4. Social Credit
5. Parti Québécois
6. Confederation of Regions
7. Yukon Party
8. Reform (BC)
9. l’Action Démocratique
0. Other [specify]

None of these

Don't Know
Refused
<1> Yes [goto h18]  
<5> No

<8> Don't know  <9> Refused

====> [goto h19] 

>h18<

[r] Which party is that?  [n]

<1> Liberal
<2> Conservative
<3> N.D.P
<4> Social Credit
<5> Parti Québécois
<6> Confederation of Regions
<7> Yukon Party
<8> Reform (BC)
<9> l'Action démocratique

<0> Other [specify]

<97> None of these

<98> Don't Know  <99> Refused

====>

>h19<  [if PROV eq <10>][store <96> in E001][endif]
    [if PROV eq <11>][store <96> in E001][endif]
    [if PROV eq <12>][store <93> in E001][endif]
    [if PROV eq <13>][store <95> in E001][endif]
    [if PROV eq <14>][store <94> in E001][endif]
    [if PROV eq <15>][store <95> in E001][endif]
    [if PROV eq <16>][store <95> in E001][endif]
    [if PROV eq <17>][store <95> in E001][endif]
    [if PROV eq <18>][store <97> in E001][endif]
    [if PROV eq <19>][store <96> in E001][endif]
    [if PROV eq <20>][store <96> in E001][endif]
    [if PROV eq <21>][store <95> in E001][endif]

[r] Did you vote in the last [fill pppp] election held in 19[fill E001]?  [n]
<1> Yes  [goto h20]  
<5> No  

<8> Don't know  <9> Refused  
====> [goto a5]  

>h20<  

[r] Which party did you vote for?  

<1> Liberal  
<2> Conservative  
<3> N.D.P  
<4> Social Credit  
<5> Parti Québécois  
<6> Confederation of Regions  
<7> Yukon Party  
<8> Reform (BC)  
<9> l'Action Démocratique  

<0> Other [specify]  

<96> spoiled ballot  
<97> did not vote  

<98> Don't Know  <99> Refused  
====>  

>a5<  

[r] In Federal elections, is it possible for people to vote if they can not get to the poll on ELECTION DAY?  

<1> Yes [goto a5a]  
<5> No  

<8> Don't know  <9> Refused  
====>[goto i1]
[r] How would they do that? [n]
[bold][yellow]
INTERVIEWER: Record verbatim, UP TO three mentions
[n][white]
  <1> Enter text, end with /// [specify]
  <98> Don't know <99> Refused
====>

SECTION I: MEDIA HABITS
SECTION I: CONSOMMATION DES MÉDIA

>i1<

[r] How many hours a day do you usually watch TV? [n]
[bold][yellow]
INTERVIEWER: On an average day in an average week
[n][white]
  <0> None/less than half an hour
  <1-24> Record number [goto i2]
  <98> don't know <99> refused
====>[goto i3]

>i2<

[r] Do you watch Canadian stations all of the time, most of the time, some of the time or none of the time? [n]
[r]
  <1> All of the time
  <2> Most of the time
  <3> Some of the time
  <4> None of the time
  <8> Don't know <9> Refused
====>
[r] And how many hours a day do you listen to the radio? [n]

<0> Zero/less than half an hour

<1-24> enter number of hours

<98> don't know  <99> refused
====>

[r] And how many days a week do you read a newspaper? [n]

<0> none

<1-7> enter number of days

<8> don't know  <9> refused
====>

[r] Did you see the ENGLISH TV debate among the party leaders? [n]

<1> Yes  [goto b7a]
<5> No

<8> Don't know  <9> Refused
====> [goto b7b]

[r] Did you see ALL of the debate, MOST of the debate or just SOME of it? [n]

<1> All
<3> Most
<5> Some

<8> Don't know  <9> Refused
>b7b< [store <From what you have heard> in E006]
  [if b7 eq <1>]
    [store <In your opinion> in E006]
  [endif]

[r] [fill E006] which leader did the BEST? [n]
[cyan]
  in that debate?
[bold][yellow]
  INTERVIEWER: Reading counts as hearing
[n][white]
  <0> none

  <1> Charest/Conservative
  <2> Chretien/Liberal
  <3> McDonough/NDP
  <4> Duceppe/Bloc
  <5> Manning/Reform

  <8> Don't know  <9> Refused

====>

>b7c<

[r] And who did the WORST? [n]

  <0> none

  <1> Charest/Conservative
  <2> Chretien/Liberal
  <3> McDonough/NDP
  <4> Duceppe/Bloc
  <5> Manning/Reform

  <8> Don't know  <9> Refused

====>
Did you see the FIRST FRENCH TV debate (which took place on May 13)? [n]

1. Yes [goto b8a]
5. No

8. Don't know 9. Refused

Did you see ALL of the debate, MOST of the debate or just SOME of it? [n]

1. All
3. Most
5. Some

8. Don't know 9. Refused

[store <From what you have heard> in E006]

[r] if b8 eq 1
[store <In your opinion> in E006]
[endif]

[r] [fill E006] who did the BEST? [n]
[cyan]
in that debate?
[bold][yellow]
INTERVIEWER: Reading counts as hearing
[n][white]
0. none

1. Charest/Conservative
2. Chretien/Liberal
3. McDonough/NDP
4. Duceppe/Bloc
5. Manning/Reform

8. Don't know 9. Refused
[goto ch88]

>ch88< [allow 1][store <0> in ch88]----------------+
   [if b7 ge <8>][add <1> to ch88][endif] | 3 or more dk/ref in debate
   [if b7a ge <8>][add <1> to ch88][endif] | skip to i5a
   [if b7b ge <8>][add <1> to ch88][endif] |   skip to i5a
   [if b7c ge <8>][add <1> to ch88][endif] |
   [if b8 ge <8>][add <1> to ch88][endif] |   skip to i5a
   [if b8a ge <8>][add <1> to ch88][endif] |
   [if b8b ge <8>][add <1> to ch88][endif] |   skip to i5a
   [if ch88 ge <3>][goto ch9][endif]-------+ 3 or more dk/ref in debate

>b8c<

[r]  And who did the WORST? [n]

<0> none

<1> Charest/Conservative
<2> Chretien/Liberal
<3> McDonough/NDP
<4> Duceppe/Bloc
<5> Manning/Reform

<8> Don't know    <9> Refused

>ch89<  [if b8c ge <8>][add <1> to ch88][endif]
   [if ch88 ge <3>][goto ch9][endif]------+ 3 or more dk/ref in debate

>b9<

[r]  Did you see the SECOND FRENCH TV debate (which took place on May 19  [n]
[r]  because the first one was interrupted)?  [n]

<1> Yes
<5> No

<8> Don't know    <9> Refused

====>
>b9b< [store <From what you have heard> in E006]
  [if b9 eq <1>]
    [store <In your opinion> in E006]
  [endif]
[r] [fill E006] who did the BEST? [n]
[cyan]
  in that debate?
[bold][yellow]
  INTERVIEWER: Reading counts as hearing
[n][white]
  <0> none
  <1> Charest/Conservative
  <2> Chretien/Liberal
  <3> McDonough/NDP
  <4> Duceppe/Bloc
  <5> Manning/Reform

  <8> Don’t know  <9> Refused
====>

>ch95< [if b9b ge <8>][add <1> to ch88][endif]
  [if ch88 ge <3>][goto ch9][endif] +-------- 3 or more dk/ref in debate

>b9c<
[r] And who did the WORST? [n]
<br> none
  <1> Charest/Conservative
  <2> Chretien/Liberal
  <3> McDonough/NDP
  <4> Duceppe/Bloc
  <5> Manning/Reform

  <8> Don’t know  <9> Refused
====>
Do you STRONGLY AGREE, SOMEWHAT AGREE, SOMEWHAT DISAGREE, or STRONGLY DISAGREE with the following statements:

Jean Chretien betrayed Québec in the constitutional negotiations.

The Reform Party only speaks for the West.

INTERVIEWER: The west means Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia.
Jean Charest has lots of style, but he really doesn't have much to say. [n]  
Do you STRONGLY AGREE, SOMEWHAT AGREE, SOMEWHAT DISAGREE or STRONGLY DISAGREE?  
<1> Strongly agree  
<3> Somewhat agree  
<5> Somewhat disagree  
<7> Strongly disagree  
<8> Don't know  <9> Refused  

Preston Manning is a threat to Canadian unity. [n]  
Do you STRONGLY AGREE, SOMEWHAT AGREE, SOMEWHAT DISAGREE or STRONGLY DISAGREE?  
<1> Strongly agree  
<3> Somewhat agree  
<5> Somewhat disagree  
<7> Strongly disagree  
<8> Don't know  <9> Refused  

The NDP is out of touch with the times.  
Do you STRONGLY AGREE, SOMEWHAT AGREE, SOMEWHAT DISAGREE or STRONGLY DISAGREE?
DISAGREE?
[white]
   <1> Strongly agree
   <3> Somewhat agree
   <5> Somewhat disagree
   <7> Strongly disagree

   <8> Don't know   <9> Refused
====>

>e21g< [if PROV ne <14>][goto e21i][endif]

[r]  There is no reason to have a sovereignist party in Ottawa.       [n]
[cyan]
     Do you STRONGLY AGREE, SOMEWHAT AGREE, SOMEWHAT DISAGREE or
     STRONGLY
     DISAGREE?
[white]
   <1> Strongly agree
   <3> Somewhat agree
   <5> Somewhat disagree
   <7> Strongly disagree

   <8> Don't know   <9> Refused
====>

>e21i< [if west eq <0>][goto e21j][endif]

[r]  The best way to defend Western interests is to elect Reform MP's.   [n]
[bold][yellow]
     INTERVIEWER: The West means Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and British
            Columbia
[n][cyan]
     Do you STRONGLY AGREE, SOMEWHAT AGREE, SOMEWHAT DISAGREE or
     STRONGLY
     DISAGREE?
[white]
   <1> Strongly agree
   <3> Somewhat agree
   <5> Somewhat disagree
   <7> Strongly disagree
Jean Charest was a one man show.

Do you STRONGLY AGREE, SOMEWHAT AGREE, SOMEWHAT DISAGREE or STRONGLY DISAGREE?

<1> Strongly agree
<3> Somewhat agree
<5> Somewhat disagree
<7> Strongly disagree

Jean Charest is too close to Brian Mulroney.

Do you STRONGLY AGREE, SOMEWHAT AGREE, SOMEWHAT DISAGREE or STRONGLY DISAGREE?

<1> Strongly agree
<3> Somewhat agree
<5> Somewhat disagree
<7> Strongly disagree

If Québec decides to separate, Canada SHOULD have a close economic union with Québec.

Do you STRONGLY AGREE, SOMEWHAT AGREE, SOMEWHAT DISAGREE or
Experiment version 1 fighting rising prices

>ch23< [if rn14 eq <1>][goto i5a][endif] +---- version 1
  [if rn14 eq <2>][goto i5d][endif] +---- version 2

>i5a<

[r] Here's a list of FOUR goals. Which goal is MOST important to you personally? [n]
[r] ONE: Maintaining ORDER in the nation, [n]
[r] TWO: Giving people more say in important government decisions, [n]
[r] THREE: Fighting rising prices, [n]
[r] FOUR: Protecting freedom of speech. [n]

<1> Maintaining order in the nation
<2> Giving people more say in important government decisions
<3> Fighting rising prices
<4> Protecting freedom of speech

<8> don't know [goto age]  <9> refused [goto age]

====>
And, which is the SECOND MOST important to you, personally?

<1> <2> <3> <4> don't know <9> refused

====>
>i5c< [if i5b eq <1>]
  [store <> in E001]
  [store <> in E004]
  [store <> in E007]
  [endif]
[if i5b eq <2>]
  [store <> in E006]
  [store <> in E008]
  [endif]
[if i5b eq <3>]
  [store <> in E003]
  [store <> in E009]
  [endif]
[if i5b eq <4>]
  [store <> in E002]
  [store <> in E005]
  [store <> in E010]
  [endif]

[r] And which is the third most most important? [n]
[cyan]
  [fill E007] [fill E001] [fill E004]
  [fill E008] [fill E006]
  [fill E009] [fill E003]
  [fill E010] [fill E002] [fill E005]
[white]
  <1> [fill E001] [fill E004]
  <2> [fill E006]
  <3> [fill E003]
  <4> [fill E002] [fill E005]
  <8> don't know  <9> refused

=====>[goto age] +------------------- exit version 1

+------------------------------------------------------+
version 2 experiment - fighting unemployment
+------------------------------------------------------+

>i5d<

[r] Here's a list of FOUR goals. Which goal is MOST important to you [n]
[r] personally? [n]
[r] ONE: Maintaining ORDER in the nation, [n]
[r] TWO: Giving people more say in important government decisions, [n]
[r] THREE: Fighting unemployment, [n]
[r] FOUR: Protecting freedom of speech. [n]

<1> Maintaining order in the nation
<2> Giving people more say in important government decisions
<3> Fighting unemployment
<4> Protecting freedom of speech

<8> don't know [goto age] <9> refused [goto age]

====>

>i5e<
[store <ONE:> in E007] [store <TWO:> in E008]
[store <THREE:> in E009] [store <FOUR:> in E010]
[store <Maintaining order in the> in E001]
[store <nation> in E004]
[store <Giving people more say in important government decisions> in E006]
[store <Fighting unemployment> in E003]
[store <Protecting freedom> in E002]
[store <of speech> in E005]
[if i5d eq <1>]
    [store <> in E001]
    [store <> in E004]
    [store <> in E007]
    [endif]
[if i5d eq <2>]
    [store <> in E006]
    [store <> in E008]
    [endif]
[if i5d eq <3>]
    [store <> in E003]
    [store <> in E009]
    [endif]
[if i5d eq <4>]
    [store <> in E002]
    [store <> in E005]
    [store <> in E010]
And, which is the SECOND MOST important to you, personally?  

<1> don't know [goto age]  <9> refused [goto age]  

Now, which is the THIRD MOST important to you, personally?
SECTION M: BACKGROUND

To make sure we are talking to a cross section of Canadians, we need to get a little information about your background.

First, in what year were you born?

Enter year of birth please

1979 or later

refused

In your life, would you say religion is VERY important, SOMEWHAT important, NOT VERY important, or NOT IMPORTANT at all?

Very important

Somewhat important

Not very important

Not important at all

Don't know

Refused
>m12< [if m11 ne <1>][goto stop][endif]

[r] In what Province or Territory were you born? [n]

<10> Newfoundland <16> Manitoba
<11> PEI <17> Saskatchewan
<12> Nova Scotia <18> Alberta
<13> New Brunswick <19> British Columbia
<14> Québec <20> Yukon
<15> Ontario <21> Northwest Territory

<98> Don't know <99> refused
====>

>m20< [if m12 eq PROV][goto stop][endif]

[r] For how many years have you lived in [fill pppp]? [n]

<0> less than one year

<1-96> enter number of years

<97> ninety seven or more years

<98> don't know <99> refused
====>

>stop< [record language in LANG]
[goto SET] 6